
Oblivion, School
School. Tell me what you think about it. School. Let's bring up the topics of the smell of brand new books and people smile and give you looks inside the school. No other way to think about it. School. Tell me how to do it when you're going to a show and you can talk about it next day in your school. I'm not talking about it. School. Cherry flavored cough syrup. School. Giving me a headache and in school, it won't go away. Oh and school, I'm writing letters to my friends, all my friends that have gone away, or was it them who stayed? I can't remember anything, it doesn't matter anyway, I didn't want to anyhow, I find I don't have any time, left for me to talk to you, 'cos I have so much work to do, but could you tell me why I feel like going and letting all the animals out of the zoo? Zoo. Oh, and school, the tears are freezing in the air; woke up from the bottom of the stairs, the weather screams to me &quot;Beware, before you know it, it's December&quot;, and only I remember, when two good friends did walk away, and didn't have a thing to say. Predictably pretentious, contrived and over-conscious, and all I wanted to do was build your confidence, but I never seemed to have quite the right tools. School. Mischievous and degradating. School. People have the answers and they tell you what they know and you can tell them where to go when you're in school. Experiment in apathy. School. Nondescript, mechanical and faceless in your prime, you wish you could go back in time and fix your school, but you're living in a dream world. School. Vomiting in a frozen bathroom, School. Shaking like a blender and in school, no one knows I'm there, and school, I'm just too honest for your crowd, so I walk off and I'm proud, I've got my radio up so loud, and it will never finish, my anger undiminished, 'cos everybody's cringing, or shooting at the engine, or wagering the big bids, to play ball with the big kids, the way they play and some call it experience, but believe me, I don't want to waste the fuel, I'm stll in school. I'm still in school. I'm still in school. I'm still in.
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